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Browser-based SD software opportunities

Kim Warren

SD is just plain different from anything people recognise

The underlying principles it tries to show are unfamiliar

... but many are willing to have a go at promising new things

… so long as the benefits show up fast

So …

for new users, software must  be instantly usable

... and communicate key principle with total clarity

Challenges for SD software
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We are concerned to explain and manage performance over time

… which depends on changing levels of stocks

... which are driven by their own flow-rates

… which depend on existing stocks, decisions, and outside factors

… causing feedback

So …

show time-charts on everything

... make stocks and flows explicit

… offer actual-v-simulated results
(as originally done with the mystrategy app.)

Those “key principles”

newly infected
'000s/week

15

3. The “flows” causing the
change-over-time in the stock

Example, the “SIR” model of infections
Susceptible-Infected-Resistant
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weeks
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Infectious %
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Contacts/week per
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Infected/uninfected
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4. The causal
structure driving the

stock’s flow-rate

1. A “performance”
outcome we want

to improve. weeks
2 4 8 126 10

100
Working days lost
from this disease

'000s/week

2. The “stock” driving the
performance of concern

Infected people
'000s

100

weeks
2 4 8 126 10

20

recovery rate
'000s/week

2

Resistant people
'000s

100

2 4 8 126 10

4

weeks

… the final stock in
the pipeline
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The SIR model – http://sdl.re/SIR

The animalhuman infection
system (“zoonosis”)

… a working model is at
http://sdl.re/OneHealthDiseaseModel

Susceptible
people '000s

weeks

newly infected by
people '000s/week

Infected/uninfected
between humans

contacts/week

1. The disease is initially
unknown among humans

Infected people
'000s

weeks

recovery rate
'000s/week

Resistant people
'000s

time

5. One mutation makes the
disease infectious to humans

6. Increasing humananimal
contact leads the disease to
jump to humans

7. The disease can now
circulate among humans

2. So contact with animals
initially causes no infection

Animalhuman
contacts/week

people newly infected
by animals'000s/week

Susceptible
animals '000s

weeks

newly infected
'000s/week

Infected/uninfected
between animals

contacts/week

Infected animals
'000s

weeks

recovery rate
'000s/week

Resistant animals
'000s

time

3. … but the disease
spreads among animals

Mutations of the disease
among animals

4. … and at some time the
disease mutates

7. Further mutations make
animals and humans repeatedly
Susceptible to new variants
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Policy-testing in the One-Health model ..
http://sdl.re/OneHealthV2

Bookmarks and Controls add to transparency
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For example, Royal Veterinary College/School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine One-Health Masters

… in 2 hours … introduced SD principles

… and SIR + One-Health models

… NO software tuition

Students adapted the model to a disease in 10 days

(not a “good” SD model, but shows potential + more learning speed to go for)

Bright people can “get it” with SD

… speed (models compiled to fast JavaScript, not interpreted)

… and Excel integration (central model running and management)

… and stability (on-line/off-line)

… and mass-user management (for the provider and Institutions)

… and always latest-Version, no installation

… but non-Cloud options too (for security)

Then … power (sub-models, arrays, sensitivities, analytics … )

NEXT: new-release Beta shortly, all current users will migrate, www.sysdea.com

Browser solution has big benefits …


